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IsoBond Rubber adhesive is a high tack trowel on
adhesive designed to adhere rubber to Concrete,
Screed, Chipboard and Plywood
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ISOBOND RUBBER ADHESIVE 12kg/ 10 LITRE TUB

When applied with a 2mm notched trowel each tub covers approximately 30m2 .

IsoBond Rubber Adhesive is a solvent free, low VOC, high performance, water based acrylic
dispersion with very good bond strength.

Colour:  Off White 

Consistency: Trowel on Mastic 

Open time: 15 minutes plus depending on site conditions/Temp, humid & surfaces to be
treated 

Specific Gravity: 1.02—1.04 

Storage: 12 months if stored between 5-25°C in a cool dry area, in original unopened
containers. Protect from frost.       
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FIXINGS
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1. Suitable sub-flooring substrates include concrete, flooring grade
hardboard, chipboard, sand/cement screed, proprietary good quality self-
smoothing underlayment's. 

2. Site conditions should comply with the latest British Standards editions:
BS 8102 (Code of Practice for protection against moisture from the ground),
BS 8203 (Code of Practice for installation of resilient floor coverings), BS 5325
(Code of Practice for installation of textile floor coverings), BS 8204 part 1
(Code of Practice for installation of self levelling screeding compounds), and
supplementary specifications. 

3. Surfaces must be level, firm and clean, free of loose material, mould, oil,
grease, organic growth and surface moisture (under 75% RH). 

4. Uneven, dusty or friable surfaces should be treated with the appropriate
universal primer and levelled appropriately. This is essential for hard floor
finishes. 

5. It is essential that suitable damp proof membranes be in place to prevent
rising damp. 

6. Under floor heating should be turned off for at least 48 hrs prior to and
after application. 

7. Particular attention must be paid to the floor covering manufacturer’s
instructions. i.e. any pre storage conditions prior to fitting. 

8. Porous wood or surfaces will need to be primed or sealed before
application and suitable hard board should be used that will not warp or
bend overtime. Timber products will need to acclimatise before fitting to
prevent shrinking / expansion. 
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IsoBond Rubber Adhesive is a ready to use versatile product and should not be diluted or
adulterated in any way.
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MIXING 

Application for use with Soundmat products after sub floor preparation.
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    1. Use a 2mm notched trowel—Heavy textured floor coverings may require a larger trowel. 
 

2. Ensure all porous materials are primed before adhesion. This is important to ensure a good
bond and to prevent warping or lifting of timber. 

 
3. Apply adhesive evenly to the substrate (Soundmat) only covering the area you are going to be
covering within 2 hours of applying. It is best to allow the freshly applied adhesive to stand for 15-

45 minutes depending on the ambient conditions, the adhesive should be tacky to the touch
before your next layer is applied. In hot temperature adhesive can take longer to go off.

 
 4. Press firmly hardboard layer into place ensuring hardboard is flat and level. Sometimes a

60/70Kg roller or glider maybe required depending on material used to press down. Roll again
approximately 1 hr after application. 

 
5. Wipe excess adhesive away with clean damp cloth. 

 
Once dry can be cleaned with white spirit. 

 
Solvent-free, non-staining, non-flammable acrylic adhesive that contains no toxic substances.             
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Excellent
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"Excellent product.
Achieved a significant

reduction in unwanted
noise. Everything in the

kit for the job. Very good
overall experience."

  "Fantastic advice from
Phil and all the team

especially when I had a
few questions when

installing the system."

"Installed the ReductoClip system
and had the first full night's sleep

in two years! There is zero
noise coming from next door. This

is seriously life changing!
Thanks so much! Highly

recommend this company and
the ReductoClip product."

"Really pleased - it has done
exactly what we wanted -
noisy neighbours are no

longer noisy!!! Thank you."

"Can not fault product or service.
Friendly knowledgeable and
always answer any questions

promptly. I would highly
recommend soundproofing store,
it's made a huge difference in our

house."

"From advice through purchase to
delivery, I can thoroughly recommend

this company. The delivery was a
challenge due to it’s location, however

they persevered and got it here. Everyone
is helpful and friendly. Customer service is
key and every aspect of the supply chain

has it in barrow loads!"
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